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The 1993 session of the Virginia General Assembly repealed Vir-
ginia Code 19.2-263. That repeal took away the right of a person in-
dicted jointly with others for a felony to demand a separate trial by
jury. Its replacement, Virginia Code 19.2-262.1,1 provides for joinder
of a variety of defendants on motion of the Commonwealth, for good
cause shown. Upon a showing of cause, the trial judge may order the
requested joint trial unless a defendant can show prejudice."

These changes move Virginia from a condition of little similarity
to one of apparent similarity to mainstream practice in the United
States. Despite the changes and the appearance of similarity, Virginia
practice should remain very different in important respects. This essay
defines the differences that will remain and suggests that they favor the
defense more strongly than the prosecution.

I. COMPARISON WITH FEDERAL AND OTHER-STATE LAW

Despite their relatively stronger position under the new statute, ac-
cused persons of Virginia have suffered a powerful blow. Freedom from
the possibility of "guilt by association" and from the burdens of trying
to defend multiple cases at once before the same jury were guaranteed
benefits under prior practice. Now, they must be earned by litigation.
This is not to say that there is a threat of reduction of trial rights below
constitutional minima. The Virginia accused is losing some supernu-
merary benefits not enjoyed by accused persons in many other jurisdic-
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VA. CODE ANN. § 19.2-262.1 (Michie 1994).

On motion of the Commonwealth, for good cause shown, the court, in its discretion,
may order persons charged with participating in contemporaneous and related acts or oc-
currences or in a series of acts or occurrences constituting an offense or offenses to be tried
jointly unless such joint trial would constitute prejudice to a defendant. If the court finds
that a joint trial would constitute prejudice to a defendant, the court shall order severance
as to that defendant or provide such other relief justice requires.
' The statutory language has been repeated in RULES OF THE VIRGINIA SUPREME COURT

3A:10(a)-(b) & 7C:4(a)-(b), effective January 1, 1994.
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tions. That loss does not make the Virginia accused any less privileged
today than most persons similarly-situated throughout the United
States have been in the past.

A strong policy favoring joint trials has been a tradition since
early times. 8 The usual approach in common law courts is reflected in
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure 8(b) and 14." Under these rules,
a joint trial will occur after a joint indictment unless a defendant
makes a successful motion to sever. Thus, the federal prosecutor gets
the benefit of the policy favoring a joint trial just by using her broad
discretion to indict jointly. The only way to overcome this policy choice
is to actively resist and establish good cause to sever.

In contrast, based on new section 19.2-262.1, the Virginia Com-
monwealth's attorney must now prove the state's way into court by
making a motion for joinder in each case where joinder is desired. In
order to prevail in the proceedings on that motion, the Commonwealth
must show good cause for joinder and successfully rebut any responsi-
ble assertions of prejudice made by the defendants. 5 At this juncture, it
matters mightily that the Virginia prosecutor is out of court and must
prove his way into court; whereas, a federal prosecutor is automatically
granted a joint trial and the defense must try to gain a severence.

II. EFFECTS OF THESE DIFFERENCES

If joint trials are as favored by prosecutors here as elsewhere, one
would expect a surge of joint trials and a net decrease in the total num-
ber of criminal trials in Virginia. 6 That expectation of a surge in joint

I Zafiro v. United States, 113 S. Ct. 933, 937 (1993) (citing United States v. Marchant, 25
U.S. (12 Wheat.) 480 (1827)). The concurring opinion of Justice Stevens should be consulted. He
points out that early cases approved of joint trials but expressed no "preference" for them. Id. at
941 (Stevens, J., concurring).

The text of each Federal Rule is:
FED. R. CRIM. P. 8(b). "Two or more defendants may be charged in the same indict-

ment or information if they are alleged to have participated in the same act or transaction
or in the same series of acts or transactions constituting an offense or offenses." The mean-
ing of this rule has been exhaustively treated in Cataneo v. United States, 167 F.2d 820
(4th Cir. 1948).

FED. R. CRIM. P. 14. "If it appears that a defendant or the government is prejudiced
by a joinder of ... defendants ... for trial .... the court may order an election or separate
trials of counts, grant a severance of defendants or provide whatever relief justice
requires."

I Clearly, effective counsel will be prepared on both these points at the hearing on the Com-
monwealth's motion to join; there will be no second bites at that apple.

' Joint trials accounted for nearly one-third of all federal criminal trials during the five years
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trials could be met without a net decrease in total criminal litigation,
however. The total of all hearings and trials will increase when the
inertial difference described above results, as it should, in frequently-
contested joinders.

As long as defense attorneys seek to build full records at each
hearing as to the statutory requirements for separated trial, i.e., the
Commonwealth's showing of good cause and their own efforts to estab-
lish prejudice, Commonwealth's attorneys may be in court more than
they are today. Doubtless the jurisprudence of the appellate courts will
adjust; if not influenced by vigorous defense, early cases will allow the
Commonwealth to proceed on assertions of economy (e.g., one joint
trial instead of three separate trials) and will impose burdens of dem-
onstrating prejudice on the defense. This adjustment of burdens would
place Commonwealth practice on a level functionally equivalent to cur-
rent practice elsewhere, despite the clearly different expression of the
General Assembly.

III. MAINTAINING THE DIFFERENCE

Battles over these motions for joinder will be distasteful to trial
judges because they will introduce issues external to the individual
criminal trial. These external issues rise from the traditional policy rea-
sons for joint trials, mainly that joint trials "promote efficiency and
'serve the interests of justice by avoiding the scandal and inequity of
inconsistent verdicts.' "I Deciding whether one trial will be less expen-
sive than two or three trials is speculative at best, but is at least an
issue that can eventually be approached with numbers. In contrast,
whether any particular jury will give a consistent or inconsistent verdict
in a related case is an ephemerally-speculative issue.

Trial judges will shirk from these contests because such issues are
inherently more susceptible to legislative rather than judicial determi-
nation. Although, over time, both the cost reduction of joint trials and
the avoidance of the scandal of contrary verdicts are outcomes that are
beneficial to society, these goals cannot be the basis for any particular

before 1987. Richardson v. Marsh, 481 U.S. 200, 208 (1987).
7 Zafiro, 113 S. Ct. at 937 (quoting Richardson, 481 U.S. at 210). It does not appear to this

author that inconsistent verdicts are "scandalous," per se. Even if truly inconsistent verdicts are a
scandal, there is no evidence that the potential for an occassional vagary in the jury system is not
a bearable cost.
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judicial decision. Justice must be served in each individual trial as to
the individual on trial; therefore, each defendant deserves to have the
merits of a separate trial fully considered as to him, not whether the
society at large will benefit from his deprivation.

It is highly doubtful whether anyone in the Commonwealth today
can say, "This one trial will cost the county $10,000, whereas three
trials of these same defendants would cost a total of $27,000." Even if
that could be said authoritatively at some point closer to the millenium,
what if the difference were only between $24,300 for the joint trial and
$27,000 for single trials? Is ten percent a sufficient benefit to society to
assign the risks of guilt by association and of negotiated verdicts to
individual citizens who, at the time of decision, are presumed innocent?
Should economic concerns ever be considered in determining an indi-
vidual's rights? How can a trial judge be expected to grapple with
these issues in deciding a particular case?

It is one thing for the legislature to state, as in the federal model:

We find it socially beneficial to seek economy and to avoid the scandal from
inconsistent verdicts in like cases; therefore, we decree that all similar trials of
coactors may be joint and all defendants in such cases will be treated alike,
except in clear cases of prejudice to an accused person.

It is quite another thing for the legislature to require that an individ-
ual, whose trial has threatened to be neither costly nor susceptible to an
inconsistent verdict, bear the burden of those interests when others
might not. Such designation by a judge would be a tax on the individ-
ual defendant that does not fall on all other defendants evenly. Neither
does it fall on any non-defendant citizens. Such a judicially-imposed
tax constitutes a denial of equal protection under the law and a denial
of the presumption of innocence that each individual defendant must
have.

For these sufficient reasons, the General Assembly provided for a
motion and showing of good cause before a defendant is taxed in this
way. The proceeding on a motion to show good cause will result in a
trial about whether to have a joint trial. If such preliminary trials are
vigorously pursued by all potentially "joint" defendants, the result will
be to actually argue about numerous trials at each hearing. For exam-
ple, if there are four defendants, the result will be that the Common-
wealth's attorney will be defending the merits of a joint trial for all
four defendants and must address each one individually (i.e., "four tri-

[Vol. 4:1
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als about trials"). 8 Obviously, if the Commonwealth is arguing econ-
omy, the cost of increased appellate activity is a significant factor for
the trial judge to consider; only time will determine its magnitude. 9

IV. A CONCEPT OF THE BATTLE

The Virginia General Assembly knows how to adopt federal rules
for Virginia uses;10 therefore, its deliberate avoidance of a well-tested
federal model must be taken as significant. The legislature's choice to
burden the Commonwealth on the good cause issue was probably a
compromise between seeking relief for overburdened trial courts and
the previous condition of liberty in which Virginia defendants enjoyed
an absolute right to block a joint trial by demanding separate juries.

How will the careful Commonwealth's attorney show cost-saving
and an improved potential for uniform results as to each case in which
a joint trial is desired? Given sufficient information about the real costs
of the activities of government, the Commonwealth could begin to show
that one trial would be some dollars cheaper than two or three. Given
other assumptions about the invariability of witness conduct in multiple
settings, the universal admissibility of evidence, the effects of evidence
on different juries and the vagaries of jury conduct from case to case,
the Commonwealth could establish the threat of scandal.

Who would accept assumptions about such points? Can anyone in
the Commonwealth today say with the precision needed in criminal tri-
als that one four-day trial is significantly cheaper than two two-day
trials? What part of the law of probabilities will determine that four
accused at one trial will receive results that reflect their relative guilt?
The legislature has not enacted any law of probabilities. This is the real
vice of transferring responsibility for a legislative decision to the trial
court.

"How much cheaper?" is also an important question because there

8 One does not wish to be alarmist, but defense counsel will have to get on these issues early
in the game. RULES OF THE VIRGINIA SUPREME COURT 7C:4(d) (Michie 1994) permits the Com-
monwealth to request a joint preliminary hearing. Only time will tell whether that raises the
spectre of contemporaneous objection rules as to the joint trial issue.

' Doubtless, these decisions will be found to be within the sound discretion of the trial judge.
Defense counsel's chore is to insure that it is an informed decision and that all its components are
exposed on the record for appeal.

10 E.g., John L. Costello, Jr., In Favor of Second Bites at the Apple: Attacking Final Judg-
ments in Virginia, 18 VA. B. ASS'N J. 12 (1992) (discussing VA. CODE ANN. § 8.01-428).
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is some floor below which the court should not go. The chance to be
tried alone, rather than with an alleged coactor who has confessed, is a
valuable opportunity still available to the defendant despite the change
in the law. Perhaps we would be willing to take that opportunity away
from a citizen-defendant to save one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) in
the judicial budget, but the Commonwealth's attorney will be hard-
pressed to persuade anyone that we should do it to save fifty dollars
($50.00). Again, these are issues more susceptible to generalized legis-
lative response, rather than answerable by the courts on a case-by-case
basis.

Should the Commonwealth be heard to say on its motion for a
joint trial that the evidence in this case is "iffy" and points in different
directions, so that disparate outcomes may be expected from single tri-
als? Even though juries will follow instructions,1' it is still impossible to
determine how each particular jury will decide. Accordingly, the Com-
monwealth's inconsistent verdicts argument really says that the govern-
ment is seeking an outcome standardized by one jury's consideration of
multiple cases simultaneously. The probable loss to some accused is
manifest.

A major problem under the 1993 Act will be to determine whether
the reasoning used in the federal courts to reject attacks on joinders of
parties for trial can be used by Virginia prosecutors seeking to establish
"good cause" for joinder. Increased speed and lower costs are two in-
terests that have frequently been invoked; others arguments that have
been accepted in support of decisions in favor of joint trials are the
fragility of witnesses, 2 the desirability of consistent outcomes,"" the
promotion of accuracy in determining relative culpability among
coactors,"' and the avoidance of "windfall" benefits to those who learn
the prosecution's case by being tried last.' 5

These are all valid and useful considerations in the context of
hindsight, i.e., the record shows that these conditions did or did not
come about; therefore, the risk of prejudice to the accused and the gov-
ernment was warranted. After this conclusion, the federal appellate
courts usually find that the accused was not prejudiced and affirm the

1' Francis v. Franklin, 471 U.S. 301, 325 n.9 (1985).
1' Bruton v. United States, 391 U.S. 123, 134 (1968).
1 Richardson v. Marsh, 400 U.S. 200, 209 (1987).
4 Id.

15 Id.
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conviction."6

Virginia defense counsel must insist that the order of decision be
ex ante rather than ex post, i.e., with foresight rather than with federal
hindsight. Whether good cause exists must be established in the context
of a presumption of innocence and before any possible prejudice has a
chance to mature. In Virginia, the Commonwealth must make the posi-
tive showing and the defendant may speculate about prejudice.

The crucial argument for the statutory construction espoused here
is that a general policy favoring joint trials should have led to a legisla-
tive adoption of the federal model. The General Assembly did not enact
such a policy, choosing instead a completely contrary procedure that
requires the Commonwealth to bear the burden of proving a joint trial
is appropriate. It will be defense counsel's duty on trial and appeal to
aid the court along this path of analysis. It will be the defense counsel's
further duty to establish a record that shows that the decisional basis
for the granting of a joint trial was a general, legislative policy decision
and not a case specific finding as intended by the General Assembly.

An unattractive alternative to immediate grant of the Common-
wealth's motion would be for the trial judge to take it under advise-
ment and order the joint trial to proceed in order to "see how things
work out." This, too, would totally frustrate the legislative intent for
judicial determination of the propriety of joint trials ex ante.

V. OBJECTING TO JOINDER OF PERSONS

Under the new Virginia plan, defense counsel may attack the
Commonwealth's motion for a joint trial on two points: lack of good
cause and the existence of superceding prejudice to the accused. Lack
of good cause should result in denial every time,17 and assertions of
prejudice may be addressed by intermediate measures, such as curative
instructions. In all cases, defense counsel should be specific about the
minimum relief necessary to address the prejudice asserted. s

Virginia courts will prefer curative instructions, grants of motions

14 For example, the slight chances of the defendant who argues inconsistent defenses are
tabulated in Zafiro v. United States, 113 S. Ct. 933 (1993).

"7 The insufficiencies of the prosecution's administrative convenience argument are addressed
in Justice Jackson's opinion in Krulewitch v. United States, 336 U.S. 440, 454 (1949).

18 The contemporaneous objection rules loom large over all these proceedings. R. VA. SuP.
CT. 5A:18, :5-25 (Michie 1994).
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in limine, amendment and redaction of exhibits, stipulations, and par-
tial severances of charges or defendants19 to ordering a series of indi-
vidual trials. It is certainly appropriate for the accused to argue that
such tailored relief will meet the Commonwealth's purposes.

It is also within counsel's ambit to negotiate. For example, it could
be a good bargain for the accused to escape a joint trial at the price of
one stipulation or a deposition in the case of an aged or youthful wit-
ness to be used at his trial alone. Appropriate specificity in all these
requests for relief will clearly fix the range of appellate attack should
appeal become necessary.

The federal definitions of prejudice, particularly as they address
constitutional issues, should be persuasive in Virginia practice. Specific
objections to joinder may include the great complexity of a case involv-
ing many accused and widely-varying degrees of guilt;20 probative evi-
dence admissible only against a coaccused will hurt the movant;2' and
the denial of exculpatory evidence beneficial for one accused is
threatened because it prejudices another, 2 Other possibilities are that
the defendant charged on two counts has a good defense to one and will
be deprived of his right to testify only about that charge in a joint trial;
that counsel for another defendant plans to comment on movant's fail-
ure to testify; that a codefendant will testify for movant at a separate
trial, but not at a joint trial;"3 that the confession of a codefendant will
be powerfully incriminating to the movant; that the defenses of the co-
defendants are mutually antagonistic; that evidence applicable only to
another will injure the movant; that exculpatory evidence that would be
available to the movant in a single trial will not be admissible in a joint
trial; that movant's defensive activities will result in material injury to
another defendant; that the charge of conspiracy levelled against the
movant is specious; that the movant's participation was so minor as to
make the movant's association with seriously guilty persons actionably
unfair; and that the charging document is so prolix, complicated or re-
dundant that the jury will be forced to choose between acquittal and a
generalized impression of guilt.2 4

10 See Cataneo v. United States, 167 F.2d 820 (4th Cir. 1948).
So See Kotteakos v. United States, 328 U.S. 750, 774 (1946).
s See Bruton v. United States, 391 U.S. 123 (1968).

E.g., Tifford v. Wainwright, 588 F.2d 954 (5th Cir. 1979).
:3 WEST'S FED. PRAC. MANUAL § 6773 (1983) (citations omitted).
2I As the discussion in Zafiro v. United States, 113 S. Ct. 933 (1993), shows, these grounds
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None of these is close to a per se defense, but each has had some
success in other jurisdictions. That success ought to be compelling in
Virginia deliberations, given the novel approach the General Assembly
has taken. As noted, the Virginia question is: what effect might one of
these conditions have in futuro? That is a far different question from
asking what effect it might have had after an appellate court is already
faced with a finding of guilty.

A rich vista is opening for practitioners of criminal law in Vir-
ginia. The major challenge is for the courts and counsel to see that the
legislative goal of reduced costs is met without loss of those important
personal rights that the General Assembly built into the new system.

tend to lose more often than they win. There are tens of cases available on most of these points.
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